
PE planner - (Select your activity) 
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Number of participants: 1+ Curriculum level: F-6 

Instructions video on how to use this planner 
 
Choose 1 or 2 activities to do per week. 
 

 

 
Learning Intentions:  

 I can use my throwing skills to complete different throwing challenges (F-6) 

 I can use my catching skills to control a ball or object that come my way (Levels 1-6) 
Success Criteria:  

 I can keep my eyes on the ball (F-6)  

 I can stand with my hands in front of my body, elbows and knees bent when getting ready to catch (F-6) 

 I can step forward when I am throwing (1-4) 

 I can keep my eyes on the target when throwing (F-6) 

 I can throw with power and accuracy (1-4)  

 

Equipment/Space required:  

 An open space of approx. 2.2m – check with parents first 

 Objects that can be used for throwing; balls, bean bags, scrunched paper, bundled 

socks, balls of wool 

 Objects that can be used as targets; wheelie bins, ladders, paper targets, chairs, 
stools, chalk on walls, cricket stumps 

F-2 Activities 
1. Throwing yarn balls  

2. Throw and catch to self  

3. Drop and catch  

4. Bowl catching  

3-6 Activities 
1. Not in my backyard  

2. Make it, take it 

3. Wall ball  

4. Throwing golf 

Key questions, discussion prompts and follow up tasks:  

 Why should you always keep your eye on the ball or object coming towards you?  

 What would happen to your throw if you did not step forward?  

 What would change if you stood facing your target instead of side on when throwing?  

 What sports use the skill of throwing? Underarm? Overhand?  

 What sports use the skill of catching but do not use the skill of throwing?  

 

  



Grades prep, 1 & 2 
Activity 1 – Throwing ‘yarn’ balls  
Steps: 

  You will need as many of the following items as you can find for throwing; tennis ball, pairs of socks, scrunched paper  

 You can use any of the following for targets: washing baskets, tubs, boxes,  
plastic bottles, cricket stumps 

 Set up targets 2m away from the thrower 

 Child throws the objects at the target  

 When the target is hit 3 times in a row change what is being thrown and/or take a step back  

 Variations – use underarm throw, overarm throw, lob the ball over a chair 

 Try using the right hand and then the left hand 

Discussion: Talk with an adult 
 Where should you be looking?  

 Should you step forward when you throw, which foot did you step with (opposite throwing arm)? 

 Do you throw softer/harder when you are further away? What is your best score for hitting the target in a row? 

Activity 2 – Throwing and catching to self 
Steps: 

 You will need as many of the following items as you can find: tennis ball, bean bag, pairs of socks, scrunched paper, 
balloons, scarves   

 Toss the object a little above your head and catch it – repeat 5 times in a row  

 After you catch the object 5 times in a row, try it with a different type of ball or object  

 Variations:  
- Toss the ball up and clap 1,2,3 or more times – what your best score?  

- Toss the ball up and turn around and catch  

- Toss the ball up, touch the ground with one hand, stand up and catch  

- Try with your right hand, left hand, both hands  

- What other tricks can you come up with for catching – can you teach someone else in your home 

Discussion: Talk with an adult 
 Where should you be looking?  

 What part of your hand do you catch with?  

 What was your best score for clapping your hands when you threw the ball in the air?  

 What was your favourite catching trick?  

Activity 3 – Drop and Catch  
Steps: 

 You will need as many of the following items as you can find for throwing; tennis ball, pairs of socks, 
scrunched paper 

 You will need someone in your house to help with this activity – they will need a step or chair to stand on  

 Partner will stand with their arm out and drop the ball – you need to try to catch this ball  

 Repeat this 5 times and then swap roles with your partner 

 Try using different balls or objects  

 Start with your eyes closed and then when your partner says go you open your eyes and try to catch it. What other ways 

can you think to drop and catch the object?  

Discussion: Talk with an adult 
 Where should you be looking?  

 Did all the objects drop at the same speed? Why/why not? 

Activity 4 – Bowl catching  
Steps: 

 For this activity you will need a plastic bowl or a small plastic bucket along with any type of throwing object (tennis ball, 
paired socks, scrunches paper, ball of wool etc).  

 If there is someone who can play with you get them to throw and you will need to catch the ball/object in the bowl. You 

will need to use soft hands and bend your arms so that the ball doesn’t bounce back out of the bowl.  

 If you are playing by yourself, throw the ball in the air or rebound the ball of a brick wall and then 

attempt to catch it in the bowl 

Discussion: Talk with an adult 
 What happened if you didn’t bend your arms when catching?  

 Where did you need to look during that activity?  

 How is the bowl similar to using your hands for catching?  

 



 

Grades 3, 4, 5 & 6 
Activity 1 – Not in my backyard  
Steps: 

 Place a skipping rope, towel or string on the floor. Spread soft toys or bundled socks all over the playing space (on one 
side of the rope) as the ‘rubbish’. The student needs to throw each piece of rubbish across to the other side of the rope 
(out of their yard). Use a stopwatch to time how long it takes to get all items across the line. If there is a second player 
then they will be on the other side of the rope and the game becomes a “battle” to see who can throw the most rubbish 
into their neighbour’s yard.  

 Extension activity: use an iPad to film throwing technique – based on correct overhand and underarm throwing what 
feedback can you give yourself to improve technique? 

Discussion: Talk with an adult 
 When you were rushing what happened to your technique?  

 Do you think people rush when playing team sports? If so what makes them rush? 

Activity 2 – Make it, take it 
Steps:  

 This game can be played with 1 or more players. Each player needs a hoop and a bean bag. If you don’t have those items 
each player can use a bundled pair of socks and a towel. Spread all of the cones or toys you will be using out on the 
ground in the space you are using. Then randomly place your basket(s) in the playing area. Players then need to run out 
with their bean bag/socks, stand with their feet on either side of any cone/toy that is on the floor. From where they are 
standing they need to try to throw the bean bag/socks into the basket. If they make it in then they get to take the toy with 
them. If they miss they return to their hoop/towel before they have their next turn. After each toy that is picked up the 
player needs to go back to their hoop/towel to drop off that Watch this clip to see exactly how to play 

Discussion: Talk with an adult 
 Could you introduce a scoring system to this game and how might it work? 

 What sports use similar skills to ‘Make it, Take it’  

Activity 3 – Wall ball  
Steps: 

 You will need a rubber ball (high bounce ball) or a tennis ball for this activity    

 Rebound the ball off a brick wall, the ground and then catch  – repeat 5 times in a row  

 After you catch the ball 5 times in a row, try some of these variations:  
- Rebound the ball up and clap 1,2,3 or more times – what your best score?  

- Rebound the ball, turn around and catch  

- Rebound the ball, touch the ground with one hand, stand up and catch  

- Try with your right hand, left hand, both hands  

- What other tricks can you come up with for catching – can you teach someone else in your home.  

- Can you turn this into a game that includes scoring?  

Discussion: Talk with an adult 
 What part of your hand do you catch with?  

 What was your best score for clapping your hands when you threw the ball in the air?  

 What was your favourite catching trick? 

Activity 4 – Throwing golf  
Steps: 

 For this activity you will need an object that can be used as a ball (if indoors use a wool ball or socks), as many tubs or 

containers as you can to make each of the holes.   

 Place your tubs in different locations in the playing space you are using – if playing indoors you may use several different 

rooms. When placing your tubs decide what order the ‘holes’ (tubs) will be played in. To make sure the game works you 

need tub 2 to be visible from tub 1, tub 3 visible from tub 2 etc.  

 You need to complete all 9 (or 18) holes in as few throws as possible. Choose your starting position, count how many 

throws it takes to get the ball to land in the ‘hole’ one – this is your score for the first hole, then stand at hole 1 and try to 

land the ball in tub 2 – again count your throws.  

 Modification – if outdoors you might try and play this game with a Frisbee, use your non-preferred hand and compare 

score to the preferred hand? 

Discussion: Talk with an adult 
 What was your score for the whole game of golf? Did anyone else in the family play?  

 What did you find challenging in this activity?  

 How did you adjust your technique based on the feedback you were getting from your actions?  

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=12dc_dv2ACO_6pw38yrniLdTYjSnI8ySO

